TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

SMCDPCR/SMCDPCR-AP

OVERVIEW

SMC's new Wi-Fi phone accessories offer users the convenience of storing and charging their SMC Wi-Fi phone in the home or office; and with the SMCDPCR-AP, users have the added functionality of a built-in 802.11g access point.

The SMC Wi-Fi phone cradle charger (SMCDPCR) is compact in size and is perfect for keeping your SMC Wi-Fi phone fully charged when not in use. It has one LED on the front to show when your SMC phone is being charged and rested properly in the cradle.

SMC took the desktop cradle charger one step further by adding one 10/100Mb Ethernet port to the back of the device so that you can also have a built-in 802.11g access point near by and the best signal for all your VoIP calls. The SMCDPCR-AP has two SSID’s; one for regular wireless clients, and the other for your VoIP calls. This ensures optimal performance for your voice calls over the internet. It also has industry leading security with WPA and the new WPA2. Configuration is made simple with the easy-to-use web interface, along with a quick and easy setup wizard as soon as you login for the initial setup.